Midsummer's Day, Shattered Union,
and the World Financial Crisis
by Jeremy James

Regular readers of the many papers posted on this website over the past seven years
will be aware of the impending crisis in world affairs. We have tried to alert Biblebelieving Christians to the plan being carried out by the architects of the New World
Order and, in our various papers on the world economy, to reveal the severity of the
damage that they intend to inflict on the international financial system.
We have referred a number of times to the probability that a 'date' has been fixed by
this scheming cabal (possibly decades ago) to ensure that the collapse, when it comes,
unfolds in a controlled manner and fits in with other elements of their plan, notably
the steps they are taking to bring about World War III.
In a previous paper, Strange Signs, John the Baptist, and the ew World Order, we
drew attention to an unusual Illuminati ritual that took place on 24 June of last year.
We showed how the Queen of England travelled to Berlin to "authorize" the German
chancellor, Angela Merkel, to proceed with the final phase of the plan to bring in a
New World Order. In a symbolic sense, the Queen was signing an execution order
which Mrs Merkel was then to carry out.
This ritual took place on 'St John's Day', the feast day of St John the Baptist in the
Roman Catholic liturgical calendar. Just as John died by decapitation, the Illuminati
intend to 'decapitate' the Old World Order and replace it with a new political, religious
and economic order based entirely on occult, socialist, and humanist principles.
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Dates and times are immensely important to these people. Certain actions and plans
can only be successful, in their worldview, if they commence on dates of astrological
significance. St John's Day, also known by its pagan name, Midsummer's Day or the
Summer Solstice, is a very important day in the occult calendar and possibly the most
highly esteemed date in Freemasonry.

The Brexit Referendum
We can see, therefore, how any major international political event scheduled for that
date would likely have an important role in the Illuminati plan for World Government.
Since the referendum to decide whether or not the UK will leave the European Union
(the 'British Exit' or Brexit) is scheduled for June 23rd – St John's Eve – and the result
will become known on St John's Day, there is good reason to believe that this event
has been deliberately designed to trigger the crisis which the Queen 'approved' on the
same date the previous year. The UK decision to leave may light the fuse that destroys
the already tottering Deutsche Bank – the backbone of the German economy. Thus we
can see why Mrs Merkel had to be involved, as principal representative of the German
people and ultimate guarantor of decisions affecting the German banking system.

Salome with the Head of St John the Baptist
by Andrea Solario [detail]

The UK referendum will also play another important role in this carefully thought-out
plan. The trigger will be pulled, not by any decision made at an institutional or
political level, but on a decision taken by the people themselves. The 'moral blame' as
it were will fall on their shoulders for making the 'wrong' decision. This is the Ajax
Principle, where a warrior who cannot be vanquished in battle is destroyed instead by
his own hand, just like Ajax in Greek mythology.
These sinister manipulators like to mark major steps in their grand plan with a human
sacrifice. A week before the referendum a member of the British Parliament and thus
a lawmaker, Jo Cox, was struck down by a deranged man, Thomas Mair. In Illuminati
symbology, the 'joke ox' was killed by the 'mare'. The Bible speaks of Christ as an ox
who serves his people, while the horse is a symbol of Egypt and the might of man.
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The Illuminati like word play, double meanings, bloodshed, blasphemy, and dark
symbols. Through the vile murder of this unfortunate woman, they got all of these and
more.

What the Illuminati seem to have in mind
They would seem to envisage the following sequence of events: The trigger will be
pulled in the UK and Deutsche Bank will tumble. This will be followed by a crisis,
not only across Europe, but in one of the most vulnerable banking systems in the
world – the Japanese. At that stage great fires will be raging in the world financial
system and the ultimate target of the Illuminati plan, the US, will be brought to her
knees.
Given the scenario that is about to unfold, the symbology of Midsummer's Day is
unusually apt. The photo on the left shows an enormous bonfire being constructed in
Alesund, Norway, to celebrate Midsummer's Day (which the Norwegians call
Sankthans). It is over 130 ft high with a square base measuring 65 ft or so. The annual
conflagration attracts a large attendance, both on land and on water.

As Hislop observed in The Two Babylons, "The grand distinguishing solemnities of St
John's Eve are the Midsummer fires." In The Golden Bough (1922), his famous
survey of world mythology, James Frazer described the fire-festivals as follows:
"The season at which these fire-festivals have been most generally held all
over Europe is the summer solstice, that is Midsummer Eve (the twentythird of June) or Midsummer day (the twenty-fourth of June). A faint tinge
of Christianity has been given to them by naming Midsummer Day after
St. John the Baptist, but we cannot doubt that the celebration dates from a
time long before the beginning of our era."
While the Catholics thought they were venerating John the Baptist, whose Latin name
was Johannes or Joannes, the pagans were worshipping Tammuz, also known as
Nimrod or Oannes.
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This pagan festival was celebrated by peasants across Europe, from Russia to Ireland
and from Sweden to Spain, since time immemorial. Citing one account of the
Midsummer fires in Ireland, Hislop wrote: "When the fire burned for some hours and
got low, an indispensable part of the ceremony commenced. Everyone present of the
peasantry passed through it, and several children were thrown across the sparkling
embers…" This was the re-enactment of a practice that the Bible strictly forbade:
"There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to
pass through the fire…" (Deuteronomy 18:10). Since this practice was explicitly

condemned in God's Word, it has been celebrated with great determination by the
followers of Baal for thousands of years. Chamber's Book of Days described its
universality as follows:
"Around this fire the people danced with almost frantic mirth, the men and
boys occasionally jumping through it, not to show their agility, but as a
compliance with ancient custom. There can be no doubt that this leaping
through the fire is one of the most ancient of all known superstitions..."
In a related ritual, known as the worship of Molech, an infant child was actually
consigned to the flames and burnt to death.

Shattered Union
The Illuminati believe that the symbolic potency and magic of their various rituals can
be enhanced if they are performed in plain sight. They also take special satisfaction in
declaring their plans to their intended victims, usually in a figurative or disguised
way. For example, Hollywood movies are sometimes used to 'predict' or anticipate
events that are scheduled to occur at some future date on the Illuminati calendar. It is
also believed that these 'predictions' condition viewers to respond passively to these
events and accept them as inevitable.
Video games are being widely used to desensitize young people
to violence, especially gratuitous brutality and conflict in an
urban setting. A game called Shattered Union was released in
2005 which took this theme a step further and based it on the
destruction of the United States by its own population. As an
exercise in predictive programming is very compelling. It builds
on the premise that the United States slips unexpectedly into
civil war when a disputed Presidential election gives rise to
intense social unrest, with widespread rioting and looting in
cities across America. The count in the Electoral College
resulted in a tie between the two main Presidential candidates.
When Congress stepped in and arbitrarily picked a 'winner' the
supporters of the losing candidate were extremely upset. In their
eyes the election had been stolen. The new President was
immensely unpopular, implementing martial law in the areas
worst affected, and even subverting the Supreme Court in order
to stay in office. A terrorist attack on Washington DC about this
time was so destructive that it wiped out the entire government.
In the ensuing chaos, several states seceded from the Union, and
more followed later. Before long the nation was divided into six
autonomous territories, each of which sought to extend its
control into neighboring states and rebuild the shattered union.
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According to the video game, as successive states secede from
the union, a number of self-governing but highly unstable
territories emerge, riven by civil war.

In 2012, we published a paper titled, A Startling Military Essay that seems to Predict
a Coup by the US Armed Forces in 2012. In it we highlighted the key role that a
Constitutional crisis could play in destabilizing the US, especially one involving a
disputed Presidential election. We were not aware of the Shattered Union video-game
at the time, and yet the same scenario was envisaged.
The essay to which our earlier paper referred may itself have been a form of
'predictive' programming since it originated within the US military establishment and
the winner received an award from General Colin Powell. Given that the essay was
written more than 20 years ago and points to critical weaknesses within the US
governmental system, we ought to pay close attention.

In the video-game
each territory
introduced its own
flag of independence.
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Let's compare what is happening today with the plotline in Shattered Union. If we
were to patch it into a similar timeline, here is how it might read:
A strong Presidential candidate (Hilary Clinton) is opposed by a
newcomer (Donald Trump) whose popularity seems to grow by the
day. Even though the mainstream media, which is owned by the
Illuminati, could smear Trump with vague allegations, and assist
Clinton by consigning Benghazi-type news to the inside pages, they
are not doing so. Clinton is increasingly being cast as an unlikable
character with a shady past, while Trump is being hailed as the only
candidate with the vision and integrity to pull America out of its
economic slump. In the lead-up to the election we will almost
certainly witness a major crisis in the financial system, a shock of epic
proportions that will affect all Americans. The political tension arising
from this will be further exacerbated by sporadic acts of terrorism on
American soil. The election will become, in the minds of most
Americans, a landmark contest to decide the fate of the nation. In line
with the Shattered Union plot, a tie at the Electoral College (or the
fake assassination of Trump) would lift the political tension to crisis
point. Millions of Trump supporters would refuse to accept Clinton as
a legitimate President under such circumstances, even if Congress
voted, by reference to some arbitrary criteria, to 'give' her the White
House. The Supreme Court will not be able to make a legal ruling, not
only because of the constitutional vagueness as to how such a matter
could be decided, but because at present it has only eight members and
could itself end up with a 4-4 judgment. [The sudden death of Antonin
Scalia and the non-filling of his vacancy makes a lot of sense in this
context.]
It is not difficult to see how a Constitutional crisis of this magnitude
could lead to rioting in the streets and immense social unrest. The
anxieties caused by an economic collapse, in particular its impact on
47 million recipients of food stamps, would add even more fuel to the
fire. Home-grown anarchists, ghetto gangs, and various disaffected
groups would rush to exploit the situation. A 'what have we got to
lose?' mentality could spread very rapidly and cause social unrest to
escalate to the point where the President – the very unpopular Mrs
Clinton, viewed by many as an unconvicted felon – would introduce
martial law in the cities most affected.
If, as the Shattered Union video game suggests, Putin sends his troops
into Alaska, the American people may not offer any serious resistance.
The loss of sovereign territory on the Arctic Circle would mean little
or nothing to the average American struggling to feed and protect his
family. This could embolden China to seize Taiwan and, very
possibly, the Hawaiian Islands. At that stage the Illuminati would have
what they have been building toward for several decades, another
World War.
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Divide and Conquer
Why write about any of this? It is such a troubling topic. There would seem to be no
merit in speculating about worst-case scenarios. Alas, the 20th century should have
taught us that seriously awful events can occur very rapidly; that they are planned and
financed by a highly influential, secretive cabal; that millions of people are sacrificed
in the process; and that the ultimate aim at every step is to advance a little closer to
one-world government.
We think of World War I and World War II as conflicts designed to repel and subdue
an aggressor, but the European theatre on both occasions could just as easily have
been described as a civil war. For two protracted periods in recent history the
populations of Europe turned on each other and engaged in murder and mayhem on a
staggering scale until many millions were dead. The Illuminati are planning much the
same for America. Civil war is an ideal way of tearing a continent apart.
Their plan could be foiled if the people of America woke up and realized that they are
being lured into a deadly trap. A nation that stood firm – and continued to trust in the
LORD – could thwart and deny the scheming agents of Satan.

We should heed what the LORD has said
These people have never changed. It is the same today as when Isaiah wrote:
"Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent blood:
their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity; wasting and destruction
are in their paths." (Isaiah 59:7)

They want everything that belongs to the righteous – their heritage and their property
– and will do all in their power to get it:
"Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds! when the
morning is light, they practise it, because it is in the power of their hand.
And they covet fields, and take them by violence; and houses, and take them
away: so they oppress a man and his house, even a man and his heritage."
(Micah 2:1-2)
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The majority of Christian preachers and pastors have betrayed their congregations,
and many well-known 'Christian' leaders have conspired against the church:
"There is a conspiracy of her [false] prophets in the midst thereof,
like a roaring lion ravening the prey; they have devoured souls;
they have taken the treasure and precious things; they have
made her many widows in the midst thereof."
(Ezekiel 22:25)

Time and again we hear the misinformed opine, 'There is no conspiracy!', when the
Word of God clearly says otherwise. The plan that Satan and his earthly servants are
implementing is in every sense a conspiracy. The prize for his earthly servants is the
wealth and property of all mankind, while for Satan himself the prize is the souls of
men! Jeremiah summed it up when he said:
"For among my people are found wicked men: they lay wait,
as he that setteth snares; they set a trap, they catch men."
(Jeremiah 5:26)

Closing comment
This paper should be seen only as an analysis of current affairs, having regard to all
that the LORD has revealed in His word. We hope and pray that our conclusions are
mistaken and that the evil day will be deferred a little longer.

_________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
June 18, 2016
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